
Introdution to Bayesian inferene 312.2 Subjetive probability and Bayes theoremThe main harateristi of the Bayesian approah is the fat that unertaintyabout the ourrene of some event of interest E is not neessarily a phys-ial property of the event, but rather a relationship between the individualexpressing the evaluation of suh unertainty and the event. Thus, eah indi-vidual is entitled to express a di�erent gradation of the unertainty about aset of events.This gradation is usually referred to as degree of belief in the ourreneof E. We indiate this intuitively as be(E) and we note that this notationonly refers to a qualitative evaluation of the degree of unertainty on theourrene of E. Obviously, a high degree of belief expresses the fat thatthe individual does not onsider E as very unertain. The maximum degreeof belief is obtained when the event E is ertain to obtain; similarly, theminimum degree of belief is when it is ertain that E will not happen. Thesetwo extreme onditions represent logial onstraints; however, in almost allpratial ases, it is not possible to ompletely eliminate unertainty aboutrelevant events.2.2.1 Probability as a measure of unertainty against a stan-dardA reasonable way of measuring quantitatively the individual degree of beliefin E is to assoiate eah random event with a number Pr(E), whih we use todesribe the individual's attitude (for this reason, these are sometimes referredto as personal probabilities). In other words, Pr(E) represents a measure ofbe(E).In measurement problems it is useful to identify a standard to be used(at least oneptually) as a referene for pratial omparisons. In the aseof measurement of unertainty, the easiest situation is perhaps that of anexperiment involving draws with replaement from an urn ontaining n ballsthat are perfetly idential with one another, exept for their olor: r ballsare red, while b are blak (with r + b = n).If the assumption that the balls are indistinguishable (apart from the olor)holds, then the degree of belief in the event R = �draw a red ball � is intuitivelyquanti�able as the proportion of red balls in the urn, i.e. Pr(R) := r/n. Thisde�nition (often referred to as �lassial�) an be extended as a referene modelto identify the unertainty about a generi event E.Consider for instane the event S = �U. C. Sampdoria will win the nextItalian football league�. This is obviously an unertain event, sine it will obtain(or not) in the future. We are interested in �nding a measure of the unertaintyabout S, Pr(S).In order to do so, we an oneive, at least theoretially, of another unertain



32 Bayesian Methods in Health Eonomisevent R representing the seletion of a red ball from an urn ontaining n balls,of whih an unspei�ed number r are red. We onsider R as a standard againstwhih we ompare our unertainty on S, to produe the evaluation required.In partiular, if we assumed r = 0, this would e�etively mean that ourdegree of belief in S is higher than that in R. This is beause in this ase Rwould be logially impossible, sine Pr(R) = 0/n = 0. Similarly, if we �xed
r = n, in omparison our degree of belief in S would be lower than that in R,whih in this ase would be ertain to obtain: Pr(R) = n/n = 1 (notie thatwe assume that S is an unertain event, so its probability annot be 0 or 1).An inreasingly higher degree of belief in R orresponds to inreasing thenumber r in the interval [0, n] of red balls in the urn; formally, the degreeof belief in R is stritly monotonially inreasing. Moreover, sine for r = 0 :be(R) < be(S), but for r = n : be(R) > be(S), there will exist an intermediatedegree r∗ for whih be(R) ≡ be(S).In fat, the number r∗ is unique: if two suh values existed r′ 6= r′′ so thatfor r = r′ : be(R) ≡ be(S) and for r = r′′ : be(R) ≡ be(S), then for boththese values of r we would have the same degree of belief in R, whih is notpossible sine be(R) is stritly monotonially inreasing with the number ofred balls in the urn.Consequently, it is possible to measure the unertainty on a given event Ein terms of the subjetive probability Pr(E), de�ned as the proportion r/n ofred balls in an urn for whih the event R, representing the random seletionof a red ball, is assoiated with the same unertainty that is urrently presenton E. In other words, the subjetivist proedure measures unertainty on agiven event by omparison to a standard model. This is done by adjusting thenumber of red balls in the urn until the value for whih the degree of belief in
E is pereived, or judged to be the same as that in R.Notie that the lassial de�nition is simply instrumental to the formalisa-tion of subjetive probability. In fat, there is no reason why the event S needsto be assoiated with a probability omputed as the ratio of the number of�favourable� ases (1, i.e. Sampdoria atually win the league) to the numberof �possible� ases (20, the total number of teams partiipating in the league).However, by using a very simple onstrution (suh as that represented bythe urn model) allows, at least oneptually, to identify a universal measureof unertainty.In a similar way, there is no logial reason why this evaluation needs to beonstant for eah individual; for instane, for a person who has no knowledgewhatsoever about the Italian football league, Pr(S) = 1/20 might represent areasonable measure of unertainty. On the other hand, somebody with exten-sive expertise in this matter might provide a di�erent value, as a funtion ofthe strength they assign to that team.This highlights the fat that probability is e�etively onditional on thestate of relevant knowledge, whih we indiate with D (bakground data),available to the individual making the assessment. Thus, a more informativenotation to express the degree of belief in a random event, and given the



Introdution to Bayesian inferene 33bakground information is Pr(E | D) � fr. Dawid (1979) for a tehnialdisussion of onditional probabilities.Finally, it is important to notie that, unlike in the frequentist approah,the onept of repetition of the event E is not important at all in the Bayesiande�nition of probability. In the standard measurement (and therefore a fortioriin the subjetive assessment), the long-run frequeny with whih red or blakballs are seleted in repeated drawings is irrelevant. To a Bayesian, the relativefrequeny with whih an event ours is just a quantity that an (but doesnot have to) be used to estimate Pr(E).2.2.2 Fundamental rules of probabilityWhile the above de�nition of subjetive probability is oneptually reasonable,to ompare a single event to the standard urn model is not operationally viablefor most real situations∗. However, by using this simple model it is possibleto derive a set of fundamental rules that generate a methodology apableof helping an individual in a rational quanti�ation of their unertainty. Webrie�y review them, following losely the argument shown in Lindley (2006).Convexity : For eah event E and onditionally on the bakground informa-tion D, Pr(E | D) is a number between 0 and 1. If, given D, E is knownwithout unertainty, then its probability is 1.Additivity : For eah pair of events E,F and onditionally on the bakgroundinformation D:
Pr(E ∪ F | D) = Pr(E | D) + Pr(F | D)− Pr(E ∩ F | D), (2.1)where the symbols �∪� and �∩� indiate respetively logial disjuntion(�or�) and onjuntion (�and�) of the two events.Multipliativity : For eah pair of events E,F and onditionally on the bak-ground information D:

Pr(E ∩ F | D) = Pr(F | E ∩ D)× Pr(E | D). (2.2)It is easy to show by simple ounting† that these three rules hold for theurn model and then a fortiori for a generi event. The whole onstrution of
∗Notie that alternative presentations of subjetive probabilities diretly in terms of bet-ting odds have been proposed, e.g. notably by de Finetti (1974). However, this has thedisadvantage of impliitly mixing the quality (i.e. the monetary sum the better an win orlose) and the unertainty of the event being assessed. Thus, we prefer to follow the argu-ment of Lindley (2006) and disuss subjetive probabilities in omparison with the simpleframework of the urn.
†For instane, to prove additivity it is su�ient to show that Pr(E ∪F | D) an be derivedonsidering a urn with n balls, either red or white, and, at the same time, either plain orrow. It is easy to ount the proportion of red or plain balls as the the proportion of redballs plus the proportion of plain balls minus the proportion of red and plain balls (to avoiddouble ounting), as in (2.1).


